DOT FOODS GDSN IMAGE REQUIREMENTS
Images are among the top attributes requested by customers, particularly those who order online. For that reason, we
have decided to create image requirements for our 2023 Quality & Service Award. To qualify for the 2023 award, you
must provide the five images listed below and adhere to GTIN file naming. You are welcome to provide more than the
five required images. You will find reporting on your adherence to GDSN image requirements in your monthly quality
update.

> REQUIRED IMAGES

We recommend providing the following five images. You can see a description of different types of images in the
GTIN naming chart.
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3. Show the case as it would
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the search result image on our
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> GTIN BASED FILE NAMING

Prior to any measurement capture, the Default Front of the trade item must be determined. For the purposes of
this standard, the Default Front is the side with the largest surface area that is used by the manufacturer to “sell” the
product to the consumer; in other words, the side with markings such as the product name.
Below are the GTIN based file naming conventions. View the list of approved GS1 naming conventions here.

> ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
PHOTOGRAPHY GUIDELINES

• Composition: For each composition, the complete product should be visible inside
the frame, without being clipped or cropped, and without any unnecessary negative
space.
• Brands: Product images should not be branded except for the company logos and
branding already in place on product packaging. No additional brands, logos, or
watermarks may be added to the image.
• Orientation: The image frame should be in a square format, with equal dimensions
both horizontally and vertically. The image may be cropped. Remove white space.
The entire product must remain visible.
• Lighting: Full, well-balanced lighting ensures that the product and surrounding background are evenly lit, with very
slight or no shadows.
• Shadows: Subtle, natural shadows are acceptable. Do not alter the image to create artificial shadows or remove
existing ones.
• Angle of View: Images should be taken at a downward angle to show all three dimensions – depth, width, and
height. The angle may vary depending on the packaging and type of product.
• Focus/Depth of Field: The product should be clearly visible with an overall balanced focus
• Background: The image background should be solid white and evenly lit. Prepared/styled images are an exception.

PREPARING IMAGE FILES FOR PUBLICATION
The image file format should be one of the following: JPG (preferred), GIF, PNG, or BMP. Images stored as TIF files can
be converted to any one of these but cannot be published in the TIF format due to size limitations. Image files cannot
be stored as a PDF, DOC, PPT, or link to a plain HTML page.

IMAGE URLS
Images must be suitable for display in a web browser. A resolution of 300 dpi is suggested. Each URL must be a
complete and direct link to the image and must be publicly accessible. Dead links, login and password requirements,
corrupted files, poor resolution files, a generic link for all items in product offering, links to image portals, and a URL
which renders a page with multiple image files are all unacceptable.
For detailed information regarding product image specifications, reference the GS1 Product Image Specification
Standard, or visit http://www.gs1.org/gdsn.

PHOTOGRAPHY SERVICE
If you are unable to meet our image requirements, please contact masterdata@dotfoods.com. We will get you
connected with a photography team.
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